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Abstract 
In thermal remote sensing the invisible radiation patterns of objects are converted into visible 
images and these images are called thermograms or thermal images. Thermal images can be ac- 
quired using portable, hand-held or thermal sensors that are coupled with optical systems mounted 
on an airplane or satellite. This technology is a non-invasive, non-contact and non-destructive 
technique used to determine thermal properties and features of any object of interest and there-
fore it can be used in many fields, where heat is generated or lost in space and time. Potential use 
of thermal remote sensing in agriculture includes nursery and greenhouse monitoring, irrigation 
scheduling, plants disease detection, estimating fruit yield, evaluating maturity of fruits and 
bruise detection in fruits and vegetables. This paper reviews the application of thermal imaging in 
agriculture and its potential use in various agricultural practices. 
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1. Introduction 
Thermal remote sensing is the branch of remote sensing that deals with the acquisition, processing and interpre-
tation of data acquired primarily in the thermal infrared (TIR) region of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum [1]. 
Thermal remote sensing differs from optical remote sensing by measuring emitted radiations from the surface of 
the target object, whereas optical remote sensing measures reflected radiations of the target object under consid-
eration [2]. 
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Thermal wavelength region in terrestrial remote sensing ranges from 3 to 35 µm but interpretation of the data 
in 3 - 5 µm is complicated due to overlap with solar reflection in day imagery and 17 - 25 µm regions are still 
not well investigated. As a consequence 8 - 14 µm regions have been of greatest interest for thermal remote 
sensing [1] since this is where the atmosphere is fairly transparent and the signal is only lightly attenuated by 
atmospheric absorption [3]. 

Thermal remote sensing exploits the fact that everything above absolute zero (0 K or −273.15˚C or −459˚F) 
emits radiation in the infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum [1] hence approximately 80% of the energy 
thermal sensors received in the thermal wavelength region is emitted by land surface, making surface tempera-
ture as the easiest variable to extract from the thermal infrared signal [4]. Thermal infrared has grown into an 
important technology that is applied directly by users on the ground using infrared instruments that are portable 
and even hand-held or by using thermal sensors coupled with optical systems [5]. Therefore, thermal imaging 
data may be used directly or indirectly for many applications such as civil engineering, industrial maintenance, 
aerospace, medicine, pharmacy and veterinary. The application of thermal imaging is gaining popularity in 
agriculture in recent years [6] due to the reductions in cost of the equipment and simple operational procedure 
that have created opportunities for its application in several fields of agricultural and food industries [7] and it is 
presently refined for integration into precision farming [8]. 

Thermal properties of plant leaves are affected by a complex heterogeneous internal structure that contains a 
certain amount of water per unit area. For that reason, it is possible to have research on individual plant with 
thermal remote sensing because of the versatility, accuracy and high resolution of the infrared thermography [9]. 
Nevertheless, accurate thermal measurements depend on environmental conditions, which influence the thermal 
properties of the visualized crop. Therefore, calibration of images according to weather conditions is necessary 
for comparison between image data obtained during different measuring periods and growth seasons [10]. Ther- 
mal remote sensing technology can be used in all agricultural materials and processes, where heat is generated 
or lost in space and time [11]. Potential use of thermography in agriculture includes nursery monitoring, irriga-
tion scheduling, soil salinity detection, disease and pathogen detection, yield estimation, maturity evaluation and 
bruise detection. 

The purpose of this paper is to review the different thermal sensors that can be used in agriculture as well as 
summarize various studies conducted on the potential application of thermal imaging in agriculture. 

2. Thermal Sensors 
An infrared thermal imaging system comprises of a thermal camera equipped with infrared detectors, a signal 
processing unit and an image acquisition system. Thermal imaging systems are evaluated on their thermal sensi-
tivity, scan speed, image resolution, and intensity resolution [6]. Table 1 describes the specifications and pri-
mary purpose of operational thermal sensors (still operating) that can be used in various studies that will be dis-
cussed in this paper. 

2.1. Spectral Reflectance Properties of Vegetation Parameters 
The traditional methods of measuring vegetation parameters are reliable; however they are labor intensive, time 
consuming and only practical for areas of limited size [12] [13]. More recently remote sensing provides more 
accurate data for vegetation parameters characterization than traditional techniques because it provides conti-
nuous spatial coverage over a large area at repetitive intervals. Vegetation spectral reflectance characteristics 
depend on leaves properties (leaf canopy orientation and structure) but the amount of energy reflected for a par-
ticular wavelength depends on leaf pigmentation, thickness, cells composition(cells structure), and on the amount 
of water in the leaf tissue [14].  

Green plant leaves typically display very low reflectance and transmittance in visible regions of the spectrum 
(0.4 to 0.7 µm) due to strong absorbance by photosynthetic and accessory plant pigments since controlling fac-
tors for this region are leaves pigments (Chlorophyll and anthocyanins) [15] [16]. By contracts in near infrared 
region (0.7 - 1.1 µm) reflectance increases strongly since there is considerable scattering at mesophyll cell wall 
interfaces and there is minimal absorbance by pigments, the controlling factor of this part is leaf structure. This 
sharp difference of vegetation spectral reflectance properties between the visible and near infrared wavelengths 
helps the majority of remote sensing approaches for monitoring and managing crop vegetation [17]. 

Spectral properties of plant in the middle or shortwave-infrared (SWIR: 1.1 - 2.5 µm) are strongly controlled  
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Table 1. Thermal infrared sensors.                                                                                

Name of  
the sensor 

Wavelength 
(µm) Waveband Spatial  

resolution (m) Primary purpose 

AATSR/ENVISAT 
10.8 Band 6 1000 Sea surface temperature 

12 Band 7 1000 Sea surface temperature 

ABI/GOES-R 

7.34 Band 10 2000 Lower-level water vapor, winds and SO2 

8.5 Band 11 2000 Total water for stability, cloud phase, dust, SO2, rainfall 

9.61 Band 12 2000 Total ozone, turbulence, winds 

10.35 Band 13 2000 Surface and cloud 

11.2 Band 14 2000 Imagery, SST, clouds, rainfall 

12.3 Band 15 2000 Total water, ash, SST 

13.3 Band 16 2000 Air temperature, cloud heights and amounts 

Aster 

8.12 - 8.47 Band10 90 Surface temperature 

8.47 - 8.82 Band11 90 Surface temperature 

8.92 - 9.27 Band12 90 Surface temperature 

10.25 - 10.95 Band13 90 Surface temperature 

10.95 - 11.65 Band14 90 Surface temperature 

AVHRR 

3.50 - 3.93 Band3 4400 and 1100  
in USA Night cloud mapping, sea surface temperature 

10.30 - 11.31 Band4 4401 and 1100  
in USA Night cloud mapping, sea surface temperature 

11.50 - 12.50 Band5 4401 and 1100  
in USA Sea surface temperature 

Daedalus (AMS) 
AA3600DS 

3.0 - 5.4 Band 9 5 Oil spill detection, mapping and detection of fire and geologic areas 

8.5 - 12.5 Band 10 5 
Geologic, water suspended sediment, H2O temp-Spring  

and seep detection, water algae, forest inventory, crop vigor studies,  
fire detection and oil spill detection mapping 

Daedalus (AMS) 
AA3607DS 

3.0 - 5.4 Band 15 2.5 Oil spill detection/mapping, fire detection/mapping, geologic mapping 

8.5 - 12.5 Band 16 2.5 
Geologic, water suspended sediment, H2O temp-Spring and  

seep detection, water algae, forest inventory, crop vigor studies,  
fire detection and oil spill detection mapping 

Daedalus (ATM) 

8.5-14.0  
High gain Band 11 25 Earth resources mapping, vegetation/land cover mapping,  

and geologic studies 

8.5 -14.0  
Low gain Band 12 25 Earth resources mapping, vegetation/land cover mapping,  

and geologic studies 

DAIS 7915  
(Airbone Sensor) 8.0 -12.6 Band 6 20 Surface temperature 

IRMSS/CBRES 10.4 - 12.5 Band 09 80 To assist in thermal mapping, soil moisture and vegetation studies,  
separates land and water sharply. 

IRS/HJ-1 10.5 - 12.5 Band 4 300 land surface temperature 

Landsat 8 
10.30 - 11.30 Band 10 100 Thermal mapping and estimated soil moisture 

11.50 - 12.50 Band 11 100 Improved thermal mapping and estimated soil moisture 

Landsat 7 ETM+ 10.40 - 12.50 Band 6 60 Thermal mapping and estimated soil moisture 

MERSI/FY-3 11.25 Band 5 250 Land, cloud and aerosols properties 
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Continued 

Modis 

3.66 - 3.84 Band 20 1000 Sea surface temperature 

3.92 - 3.98 Band 22 1000 Cloud temperature, surface temperature 

4.02 - 4.08 Band 23 1000 Cloud temperature, surface temperature 

8.40 - 8.70 Band 29 1000 Surface temperature 

10.78 - 11.28 Band 30 1000 Total ozone 

9.58 - 9.88 Band 31 1000 Cloud temperature, forest fires & volcanoes, surface temp. 

11.77 - 12.27 Band 32 1000 Cloud height, forest fires & volcanoes, surface temperature 

13.18 - 13.48 Band 33 1000 Cloud fraction, cloud height 

MVISR/FY-1 
10.3 - 11.3 Band 4 1100 Sea surface temperature, surface temperature 

11.5 - 12.5 Band 5 1100 Sea surface temperature, surface temperature 

NS001 
(Airbone Sensor) 10.40 - 12.5 Band 6 20.2 canopy reflectance modeling studies 

SEVERI/MSG 

10.8 Band 09 3000 Surface, clouds, wind fields, atmospheric instability 

12 Band 10 3000 Surface, clouds, atmospheric instability 

13.4 Band 11 3000 Cirrus cloud height, atmospheric instability 

S-VISSR/FY-2 
10.3 - 11.3 IR1 5000 Sea surface temperature, surface temperature 

11.5 - 12.5 IR2 5000 Sea surface temperature, surface temperature 

VIRR/FY-3 

10.3 - 11.3 Band 4 1100 Sea surface temperature, land surface temperature, water vapor and aerosol 

11.5 - 12.5 Band 5 1100 Sea surface temperature, land surface temperature, water vapor and aerosol 

3.55 - 3.93 Band 3 1100 Sea surface temperature and water vapor 

 
by water content in the plant tissue therefore reflectance in this region is relatively high for vigorously growing 
vegetation but decreases as tissues dehydrate [16]. Many remote sensing studies ([18]-[23]) have made use of 
the visible to short-wave infrared (VIS-SWIR; 0.4 - 2.5 μm) spectral properties of plants, to study the spatial and 
temporal variations in vegetation patterns, however data from the VIS, NIR and SWIR are not sufficient to ex-
plain the structure and chemical characteristics of vegetation [13] as fundamental absorption features related to 
various compounds and leaf structure of a crop vegetation occur in thermal infrared domains (TIR: 6.0 - 14.0 
µm) [24]-[26]. Despite primary absorption features, strong and wide atmospheric windows in the MIR and TIR, 
little is known about the optical properties of the vegetation in these spectral domains [26] due to a number of 
challenges such as lack of equipment and laboratories that enable measurements of the TIR reflectance or emis-
sivity of plants (i.e. TIR spectroradiometers), low signal to noise ratios (SNR), and the subtle and complex na-
ture of the spectral features of vegetation [13], However some authors, in their work on other aspects, have 
brought to light the potential of TIR measurement for characterizing vegetation parameters where they recognize 
that organic compounds and absorption features of plant leaves in TIR are related to the fundamental molecular 
vibrations of various compounds present in plant leaves [24]. Thus the principal cause of spectral features in 
TIR region is leaf epidermal materials (i.e. cell wall and cuticular membrane) [27]-[29] and [24] and leaf water 
content [25] and [26]. 

2.2. Nursery Monitoring 
A nursery is a place where plants are propagated and grown to usable size; plants can be grown in open fields, 
on container fields and in tunnels or greenhouses. Early detection of seed quality and seed monitoring would 
benefit from a tool that identifies individual viable and nonviable seeds before use [30] and it facilitates to cor-
rect changes on cultural practices before stress is well established [31]. Periodic inventories, visual inspection 
and conventional seed viability testing methods are commonly used to monitor seeds viability but all of those 
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method are destructive, time-consuming, and labor-intensive [32]. 
Presently researchers and nursery managers have become more aware that physiological attributes of seeds 

are not identifiable visually [33] hence thermal infrared imaging techniques were proposed as a possible alterna-
tive to traditional methods of seed viability evaluation. 

Thermal profile of seeds can be used to detect subtle changes in temperature, these changes vary with viabili-
ty [30], and this enables the classification and separation of viable seeds from non‐viable ones [34]. According 
to [11] and [35] significant positive correlations were found between seedling temperature and degree of damage 
where the coolest seedling had higher survival rate than the warmest seedling therefore thermal signal decay 
characteristics can depend on the seed aging conditions or seed viability, which are significantly associated with 
changes in the seed membrane permeability [32] thus IR thermography can be applied to detect seed and seedl-
ings viability, physical damage, physiological disorders and evaluation of the growth process of seeds, seedlings 
and plants inside the nurseries and greenhouses 

2.3. Irrigation Scheduling 
Irrigation is essential for agriculture production as in-season rainfall is inadequate to meet crop water demand 
for this reason poor irrigation timing and insufficient applications of water are ubiquitous factors limiting pro-
duction in many agricultural regions [16]. Various studies have shown that the thermal infrared (TIR) part of the 
spectrum is more sensitive to determine water stress than other reflectance in visible, NIR, or SWIR wave-
lengths since infrared (IR) thermometer measures the thermal temperature of the plant leaves or a crop canopy 
and it is known that once plants go into water stress; their stomata begin to close and cease to transpire, causing 
the plant to “heat up” and the canopy temperature to rise [36]. In addition thermal imaging appears to have po-
tential advantages over gas-exchange measurement when screening for stomatal responses in phenotyping plant 
studies [37]. As a consequence considerable researchers have been focusing on the use of thermal imaging or IR 
thermometers to schedule irrigation. 

A wide range of researchers that use IR thermometer imagery to schedule irrigation focuses on plant parame-
ters such as: plant temperature and evapotranspiration rate: ([38]-[48]) as well as stomatal conductance, and 
closing of stomata ([37] [49]-[51]). Monitoring stomatal conductance can be a better indicator of plant response 
to drying soil than monitoring water potential because reductions in stomatal conductance can occur even before 
any change in plant water status [52].  

Methods for using TIR to assess spatial variation in soil water availability also have utility in precision agri-
culture applications [16]. As an example [53] showed that plant growth and soil water deficit vary spatially and 
temporally in a crop field where increased soil water deficit within the root zone of plants increases canopy 
temperature which leads to an increase in stomatal conductance, and suggest that this could be used as an esti-
mator to schedule irrigation. 

Newly researches combine thermal remote sensing with other methods to access crop water stress and irriga-
tion scheduling. [54] developed an algorithm that can assess automatically canopy temperature by aligning an 
optical image taken from the plant canopy with the IR image, from simple color identification techniques in 
combination with Gaussian mixture distribution extraction techniques and based on measurement of data ac-
quired from an IR thermography they were able to extract successfully and automatically the canopy tempera-
ture distribution of the leaf. A new approach was developed by [55] to schedule irrigation based on ground re-
mote sensing systems. Infrared radiometers and a conventional meteorological system were stationed on top of a 
linear move irrigation system. The output signals were collected remotely in a personal computer (PC) that was 
equipped with specific code to solve the Penmane-Monteith (PM) equation for parameterization of aerodynamic 
and canopy resistances which were then used to calculate the water requirement of the plants. From Infrared ra-
diometric system they were able to control remotely all components that are required to improve irrigation 
management, including the automatic data collection, models, hardware and software, in addition their remote 
sensing approach does not require signals from the soil (as usually practiced) but instead it is based on signals 
that are emitted directly from plants. [56] combines hyperspectral and thermal imageries collected from airborne 
sensors on a farm-level field experiments of maize and sorghum with different water irrigation treatments im-
posed. Based on the results obtained in their study, Author’s states that the integrated use of hyperspectral in-
dices, fluorescence and thermal imageries can guarantee good results for irrigation scheduling and crop water 
stress identification.  
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2.4. Soil Salinity Detection  
Soil salinity causes severe environmental degradation that impedes crop growth and overall regional production 
[57] Soil salinity information can be extracted from thermal imageries as emitted radiance can provide subsoil 
information that reflected radiation cannot [58].  

[59] studied the application of thermography to rapidly diagnosing salinity stress with a high degree of tem-
perature resolution in potted ornamental crops Syngonium podophyllum and Philodendron erubescens that were 
transplanted to pots in a greenhouse in Almeria (Spain). Salinity treatments were 1, 2, 6 or 12 dS∙m−1 of electric 
conductivity in a nutrient solution. Thermography coupled with adequate software clearly shows the effect of 
salinity on the potted plants, and this effect was maintained for over 30 days thus the author states that thermo-
graphy can be an early useful method to diagnose saline stress in potted plants. 

Therefore thermal Infrared (TIR) radiation is important for salinity studies, although only few studies have 
used this technology to study and diagnose soil salinity stress on crops. 

2.5. Disease and Pathogen Detection 
During plant-pathogen infection, the physiological state of the infected tissue is altered, such as changes in pho-
tosynthesis, transpiration, stomatal conductance, accumulation of Salicylic acid (SA) and even cell death [60]. 
Foliar disease can directly be detected by modern optical sensor technology. Using hyperspectral reflectance 
images [61] and [62] were able to identify powdery mildew of barley, diseased cucumber leaves and yellow rust 
of wheat respectively. But digital infrared thermography have the potential to identify and quantify with high 
spatial resolution management zones in disease control and associated pathogens, as they are sensitive to physi-
ological disorders associated with fungal attack as well as disease [63], in addition leaf diseases often affect 
plant transpiration. 

Thermal infrared has been proved by various researchers to be a useful tool for the pre-symptomatic effect of 
disease and pathogen on plant. [63]-[65] used thermal infrared to detect Pseudoperonospora cubensis that caus-
es downy mildew in cucumber, The maximum temperature difference (MTD) within a leaf or a canopy turned 
out to be suitable for the differentiation of infected and non-infected tissue under controlled conditions, transpi-
ration rate and leaf temperature were similar for healthy and infected leaves under non controlled conditions but 
for infected tissues, transpiration rates showed higher variation depending on disease symptoms. However, [60] 
found a decrease in leaf temperature of about 0.5˚C - 1.3˚C lower for the infected leaves than the healthy leaves 
while they were assessing the different temperature distribution between the leaves infected by tobacco mosaic 
virus strain-TMV-U1 and the non-infected leaves within different tomato species using digital infrared thermal 
imaging in combination with microscopic observations. 

Later on [66] explain this decrease and increase of infected leaves temperature while they were assessing scab 
disease on apple leaves using infrared thermography and they found that MTD increased with scab development 
and was strongly correlated to the size of infection sites. However in the later stages of the disease, the MTD 
decreased because of leaf senescence and leaf transpiration was increased by all stages of scab development, 
therefore, MTD may be used not only for the differentiation between diseased and non-diseased leaves, but also 
for disease quantification. 

TIR could also be used to detect pathogen before visible symptoms occur; [67] explored the potential of 
thermal imaging for pathogen detection (Plasmopara viticola) in grapevine (Vitis vinifera L. cv. Riesling) on 
well irrigated or non-irrigated grapevines. Experiments were conducted under greenhouse conditions to monitor 
leaf temperature of Plasmopara viticola pathogen-infected and non-infected areas. Four different treatments 
were used: (1) irrigated to field capacity and non-inoculated vines; (2) irrigated to field capacity and inoculated 
vines; (3) non-irrigated and non-inoculated vines; and (4) non-irrigated and inoculated vines. The analysis of 
thermal images showed that pathogen development caused an increase in leaf temperature at the point of infec-
tion in irrigated vines, non-irrigated vines showed a lower temperature at the sites of inoculation. 

Thermal imaging is a straightforward choice for providing information for pre-symptomatic diagnosis of bio-
tic stresses before the appearance of visible necrosis on leaves by visualizing and analyzing the temperature dif-
ference between infected and non-infected leaves.  

2.6. Yield Estimation and Forecasting 
Crop yield estimation is very important because such predictions warn the decision makers about potential re-
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duction in crop yields, Time series data models are the commonly used methods to estimate yield for many 
crops in almost all parts of the world. But most of the time, high deviation is observed in the actual yield from 
the forecasted yield [7]. Thermal imaging can be used to estimate yield as thermography is based on sensing an 
object's own heat radiation. However, only a few reports can be found on the application of thermal imaging in 
estimating and forecasting yield  

[68] analyzed the relationship between wheat yield and daytime measurement of temperature difference be-
tween foliage and ambient air temperature. For foliage temperature measurement, they used a thermal camera 
that received the infrared radiation in 8 - 14 μm spectral wavelengths. Micrometeorological data were also col-
lected during the wheat growing stages. The experiment was conducted for two crop seasons (1982 and 1983) 
on a red-brown soil in Australia. Transpiration and canopy stomatal resistances to water vapor transport were 
predicted from the collected data, the predicted transpiration and CO2 assimilation rates were found to be closely 
related to yield within each year but not between years. As a result it was stated that infrared thermometry would 
be a useful technique for studying yield variations in agronomic experiments where these variations are due to 
stomatal control. 

After almost two decades [69] developed fruit detection algorithm with thermal imaging to estimate the num-
ber of apple fruits on the basis of temperature gradients between fruits and their background. At the same time, 
on each imaged tree, all fruits were manually counted and diameters of the fruits were measured with sliding ca-
lipers. The results of the study showed that a close correlation (R2 = 0.83 - 0.88) existed between manually 
counted fruits and fruits determined by thermal imaging. The correlation coefficient was R2 = 0.68 to 0.70 be-
tween manually measured diameter and the diameter of fruit determined by imaging. 

[70] conducted a study that focused on fruit recognition from the canopy using thermal imaging, to enhance 
the robotic harvesting of fruit, which is an alternate for harvesting by hand. Thermal images were acquired on 24 
h cycles at 15 min interval using a thermal infrared camera, after analyzing images with Matlab they found that 
from evening 16:00 until early morning, fruit temperature was higher than the leaf by about 1.6˚C while in the 
other time range, it was higher only at less than 0.6˚C. The authors suggested that thermal imaging has a poten-
tial to distinguish between fruit and canopy from afternoon until midnight. 

[71] utilizes thermal infrared image for inversion of winter wheat yield and biomass with different technology 
of irrigation (drip irrigation, sprinkler irrigation, flood irrigation), the authors considered the fact that the amount 
of yield of a crop is more related to the amount of water received during the growing period. Their research was 
subdivided into tree stages as follows, Firstly, the infrared crop water stress index (ICWSI) was obtained by us-
ing thermal infrared camera, Secondly the infrared index data was checked for correctness and finally model 
was developed using ICWSI to predict soil moisture, biomass and yield of wheat. Various crop prediction mod-
els were used but cubic model proved to be the best to predict yield based on thermal imaging, therefore the au-
thors indicated that thermal infrared images can be used potentially for inversion of winter wheat yield. 

Recently, [72] conforms the superiority of thermography technology for predicting winter wheat yield. The 
authors applied BP neural network in predicting winter wheat yield based on thermography. Using thermal 
camera to obtain canopy temperature for winter wheat, ICWSI was then calculated in the main water require-
ment stage. The performance of a BP neural network was tested with ICWSI values for three different periods in 
one irrigation circles as independent input factor and observed winter wheat yield after harvest as the output. 
The result showed a the maximum relative error of 3.42%, therefore the authors states that BP neural network in 
combination with ICWSI using thermal images successfully and accurately predict the yield of winter wheat. 

Since the accuracy of yield forecasting by thermometry is very promising, this technique may be used as a 
complementary method to other methods [7]. However, no further research is reported about yield estimation for 
other crops (e.g., Maize, Soybean, etc.) using thermal imaging which requires continuous detection and counting 
[73]. 

2.7. Maturity Evaluation 
Crop maturity assessment is commonly achieved by crop dissection and visual inspection [74] even though sev-
eral automatic methods are available. These approaches are both labor intensive and subjective due to the repea-
tability of measurement and limiting number of observation made by a single observer [75]. It is known that 
transpiration resistance grows as well as the plant physiological age increases until the plant reaches the maxi-
mum value, in many kinds of plant, this maximum value coincides with the stage of maturity or ripeness [76] 
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and transpiration resistance diminish as plant ageing begins whence infrared thermography can be used to assess 
crop maturity. 

[77] assessed the maturity of Tomato, Japanese pear, and Japanese persimmon (one vegetable and two fruits 
respectively) using infrared thermometry. These were divided into three grades of maturity that are immature, 
mature, and over-ripe based on color, firmness, and sugar content. Samples were kept in constant room temper-
ature for more than 24 h before measurements. The temperature differences ranged between 0.5˚C to 1.0˚C for 
fruit and vegetables in three grades of maturity, whereas, the surface temperature of immature fruits stored at 
higher temperature was slightly lower than that of mature and over-ripe fruits.  

[78] suggested after conducting a study on the use of thermography for determination of mechanical damage, 
bruising, and maturing of apples (Jonagold, Cox), that maturity of fruits and vegetables can be estimated by 
thermal imaging, even different varieties could be identified if they are of the same ripeness. Therefore thermal 
imaging systems are suitable for examining maturity and quality of produce as detailed thermal analyses of the 
transpiration behavior of the produce and its interrelation with the environment allow the determination of the 
optimal harvest date and the adapted design of postharvest machinery [76]. Nevertheless there is a need for more 
research on the use of thermal imaging for maturity detection of other crops. 

2.8. Bruise Detection 
Bruises and scratches are the most common forms of damage on the surface of fruits and vegetables during 
transportation and handling [7]. Bruising is defined as damage of fruit tissue as a result of external forces which 
cause physical changes of texture or chemical changes of color, smell and taste [79]. With the development in 
imaging technology on-line detection of bruises on fruits & vegetables is feasible. Non-destructive methods for 
detecting bruise damage in fruits have been reported using imaging technologies including the Multispectral and 
Hyperspectral NIR-based technique ([80]-[86]). Thermal imaging offers a potential alternative technique for 
bruise detection, unlike NIR based techniques it does not require an illumination source for spectral reflectance 
like which can be affected by the varied skin color of apples or by the illumination setup [87]. The inner defects 
of fruit tissue which leads to local changes of thermal properties are responsible for obtaining thermal contrasts 
between bruised and sound areas on the fruit surface. 

The first study of detecting bruise using thermal imaging was done by [88], their study determined the effect 
of surface defects on temperature distribution for apple, Satsuma mandarin, and natsudaidai fruits. Artificial 
bruises were made on the fruits by pressing and scratching. Thermal images were taken with a thermal camera 
(wavelength 8 - 14 μm). The temperature difference between bruised and sound skin was found to be usually in 
the range of 0.2˚C to 1.0˚C, with measuring times of at least 10 min and the temperature at the bruises was lower 
than that of unbruised skin.  

[89] used thermal imaging method to detect bruises in tomato where artificially bruised tomatoes were heated 
in microwave oven for 14 second and then thermally imaged and after all treatment, measurement of tempera-
ture difference between the intact and bruised parts was in the range of 0.5˚C to 1.0˚C. [87] determined the ca-
pability of the thermal imaging method that applies forced convection to detect bruises in three apple varieties 
(Fuji, Red delicious, and Macintosh), Apples were thermally imaged for 3 min. It was determined that before 
treatment thermal imaging could not detect the bruises in apple. But after treatment the bruised tissue showed at 
least 1˚C to 2˚C cooler than sound tissue within 30 to 180 second thus the author’s state that the temperature 
differences were due to thermal diffusivity instead of thermal emissivity  

[90] developed a method to detect early bruising in apple varieties, Jonagold, Champion and Gloster using 
pulsed-phase thermography (PPT). Samples were subjected to bruising by a specific procedure and stored at 
room temperature for 1 h before thermographic bruise assessment. In the first stage of the study (no heat stimu-
lation), the temperature difference between sound and bruised areas as well as between shallow and deeper 
bruises were close to 0˚C, while, after heating apples for 1s, the temperature of the bruised part was colder and 
varies between 0.9˚C and 1.5˚C for Jonagold, 0.9 and 1.8˚C for Champion, and 1.0˚C and 2.1˚C for Gloster ap-
ples.  

In spite of the fact that infrared thermography techniques have many qualities in bruise detection, such as 
nondestructive, non-contact, and allow for full-field imaging and fast inspection speed, it has also some limita-
tions caused by the measurement sensitivity. However, this limitation can be overcome by combining infrared 
thermography with other technologies such as lock-in techniques, whereby it combine several technologies and 
control systems that are supported by computerized image processing techniques. Thus, lock-in technique has 
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been applied to infrared thermography to enhance its detection sensitivity [91]. [92] uses infrared lock in ther-
mography to evaluate bruises on pears fruits. They measured the thermal emission signals from pears using a 
highly sensitive mid-infrared thermal camera, by applying the lock-in method to infrared thermography, the de-
tection sensitivity and signal to noise ratio were enhanced because of the phase-sensitive narrow-band filtering 
effect. Thermal characteristic response of pears was analyzed on the basis of phase images. Author’s found that 
a greater phase difference corresponds to greater damage of the pear specimens, because the damaged area 
causes thermal wave delay, therefore their states that the lock-in thermography technique can be used for the 
detection of damage on pear samples. 

3. Conclusion 
Thermal imaging has been growing fast and playing an important role in various fields of agriculture starting 
from nursery monitoring, irrigation scheduling, soil salinity stress detection, plants disease detection, yield esti-
mation, maturity evaluation and bruise detection of fruits and vegetables. This technique gains the popularity in 
agriculture due to its higher temporal and spatial resolutions images. However, intensive researches need to be 
conducted for its potential application in other various processes of agriculture (e.g. Yield forecasting) that are 
not yet investigated. In spite of the fact that it could be used in many agriculture operations during pre-harvest 
and post-harvest period, as a noncontact, non-destructive technique, it has some drawbacks unlike with other 
remote sensing imaging because high resolution thermal imaging are costly and accurate thermal measurements 
depend on environmental and weather conditions thus it may not be possible to develop a universal methodolo-
gy for its application in agricultural operations since thermal behaviors of crops vary with climatic conditions. 
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